Abstract. In this paper, we study the annealed ferromagnetic Ising model on the configuration model. In an annealed system, we take the average on both sides of the ratio defining the Boltzmann-Gibbs measure of the Ising model. In the configuration model, the degrees are specified. Remarkably, when the degrees are deterministic, the critical value of the annealed Ising model is the same as that for the quenched Ising model. For independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) degrees, instead, the annealed critical value is strictly smaller than that of the quenched Ising model. This identifies the degree structure of the underlying graph as the main driver for the critical value. Furthermore, in both contexts (deterministic or random degrees), we provide the variational expression for the annealed pressure. These results complement several results by the authors, including the setting of the random regular graph by the first author and the setting of the generalized random graph by Dommers, Prioriello and the last three authors. We derive these results by a careful analysis of the annealed partition function in the different cases, using the explicit form of it derived by the first author. In the case of i.i.d. degrees, this is complemented by a large deviation analysis for the empirical degree distribution under the annealed Ising model.
Motivation and results
The Ising model is a paradigmatic model for magnetism, see [23, 24] for an extensive historical account, and the books by Ellis [14] , Bovier [2] and Contucci and Giardinà [6] for introductions to statistical mechanics from various perspectives. Recently, the Ising model has gained in popularity since it gives a very simple model for consensus reaching in populations. Indeed, when we assume that friends are more likely to have the same opinion rather than opposing ones, then we can use the Ising model on the friendship network to model which opinion will prevail in a population and under which circumstances. As a result, the model has become popular amongst economists and social scientists as well, and later found further applications in neuroscience, etc. See for example Contucci, Gallo and Menconi [5] for an example in social sciences, Kohring [22] for an application in social impact, Fraiman, Balenzuela, Foss and Chialvo [15] for an application to the brain and Bornholdt and Wagner [1] for an example in economics. Whereas the original Ising model was defined on a regular lattice, in recent applications more complex spatial structures (often in the form of a random graph) have been considered to model system inhomogeneities.
Being a paradigmatic model for random variables that are dependent, the Ising model on random graphs has also attracted considerable attention from the mathematics community, starting with Dembo and Montanari [8] , see also [7] for an overview of statistical mechanics models on random graphs, as well as [20, Chapter 5] for an extensive discussion of the recent results for the Ising model. Dembo and Montanari [8] prove the existence of the pressure per particle, and identify the critical value, in the case where the degree distribution has finite variance. Dommers et al. [11] extend this also to power-law random graphs and identify the critical exponents in [12] . Central limit theorems were obtained in [17] . These results all apply in the general context of the quenched Ising model on locally-tree like random graphs. Unfortunately, the non-classical central limit theorem at the critical point is not proved in great generality.
Essentially, the study of the quenched Ising model on locally-tree like random graphs is reduced to that of quenched Ising model on random trees, that is solved by a fixed point equation. The situation is quite different if one considers the annealed Ising model, since in this case the contribution of graph realizations containing loops can not be ignored. On the contrary, being the partition function an exponentially large random variable, the contribution of atypical graph realizations (having small probabilities) to the average of the partition function might be substantial and prevented, so far, the possibility of a general analysis of the annealed setting.
The annealed Ising model could be solved on two specific random graphs models: the generalized random graph [10] , where edges are independent, and the random regular graph [3, 4] , where the degrees are all equal (see also [16] where the configuration model with degrees that are either 1 or 2 was studied by mapping this model to a one-dimensional Ising model). In this paper, we extend the analysis of the annealed Ising model to the configuration model, using ideas from, and extending work of, Can [3, 4] . The model includes degree variability, and dependence between edges, since the edges need to realize a prescribed degree sequence. The model turns out to be exactly solvable and therefore we identify the annealed pressure as well as the critical value. Surprisingly, the annealed critical value equals the quenched one for deterministic degrees, while it is strictly smaller for independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) degrees.
1.1. Configuration model. Fix an integer n that will be the number of vertices in the random graph and denote by [n] the set {1, 2, . . . n}. Consider a sequence of degrees d = (d i ) i∈ [n] . Without loss of generality, we assume that d j ≥ 1 for all j ∈ [n], since when d j = 0, vertex j is isolated and can be removed from the graph. Furthermore, we assume that the total degree (1.1) ℓ n = j∈ [n] d j is even. When ℓ n is odd we increase the degree d n by 1. For n large, this will not change the results and we will therefore ignore this effect. We wish to construct a graph such that d = (d i ) i∈ [n] are the degrees of the n vertices. To construct the multigraph where vertex j has degree d j for all j ∈ [n], we have n separate vertices and incident to vertex j, we have d j half-edges. Every half-edge needs to be connected to another half-edge to form an edge, and by forming all edges we build the graph. For this, the half-edges are numbered in an arbitrary order from 1 to ℓ n . We start by randomly connecting the first half-edge with one of the ℓ n − 1 remaining half-edges. Once paired, two half-edges form a single edge of the multigraph, and the half-edges are removed from the list of half-edges that need to be paired. Hence, a half-edge can be seen as the left or the right half of an edge. We continue the procedure of randomly choosing and pairing the half-edges until all half-edges are connected, and call the resulting graph the configuration model with degree sequence d, abbreviated as CM n (d).
1.2.
Ising model. We start by defining Ising models on finite graphs. Consider a graph sequence (G n ) n≥1 , where G n = (V n , E n ), with vertex set V n = [n] and some random edge set E n . To each vertex i ∈ [n] we assign an Ising spin σ i = ±1. A configuration of spins is denoted by σ = {σ i : i ∈ [n]}. The ferromagnetic Ising model on G n is then defined by the Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution
Here, β ≥ 0 is the inverse temperature and B is the external magnetic field. The partition function Z n (β, B) is a normalization factor given by
We let · µn denote the expectation with respect to the Ising measure, i.e., for every function f : {−1, +1} n → R,
The main quantity we shall study is the pressure per particle, which is defined as
in the thermodynamic limit of n → ∞. It turns out that the pressure characterizes the behavior in the Ising model, and the phase transition and related quantities can be retrieved from it by taking appropriate derivatives with respect to the parameters B and β. For example, the magnetization M n (β, B) is given by
When dealing with a random graph, such as CM n (d), the above variables are all random. Then, the above corresponds to the so-called random quenched setting. However, we often wish to average out over the randomness of the graph. One way to do this, which is called the averaged quenched setting, is to simply take the expectation in (1.2). In this setting, when computing an expectation with respect to the Ising measure we deal with a ratio of random variables (since they are functions of the random graph), and both numerator and denominator grow exponentially in the large graph limit. Typically, such problems are difficult, as one still has to deal with the ratio of large random variables.
A common alternative approach is to take the average over the randomness both in the numerator as well as the denominator, giving rise to the annealed measure. In the annealed setting, the measure (1.2) is replaced by
Here E is the expectation over the randomness due to the random graph. The superscript "d" is added to remember that we are dealing with the configuration model with deterministic degrees. The main quantity is the annealed pressure, that is defined as
See [20, Chapter 5] for an extensive discussion of these different settings, as well as an overview of the results on the Ising model on random graphs.
We are interested in the thermodynamic limit of our models, i.e. in the behavior as
n (β, B). For the quenched setting, the thermodynamic limit of the pressure was proved to exist, while for the annealed setting, we prove the existence of ϕ an,d (β, B) in this paper. Being the limit of a sequence of convex functions both in β and in B, the infinite volume pressure ϕ an,d (β, B) is also convex. Criticality of the model manifests itself in the behavior of the annealed spontaneous magnetization
which is well-defined since convex functions always have right derivates. In terms of these quantities, the critical inverse temperature is defined as
An identical characterization holds in the quenched setting, now in terms of the quenched spontaneous magnetization. Thus, depending on the setting, we can obtain the quenched and annealed critical points denoted by β c , respectively. When 0 < β c < ∞, we say that the system undergoes a phase transition at β = β c .
It is possible that the critical value β c , at which the ferromagnetic phase transition -if any -occurs, is different for the quenched and annealed settings (it is not hard to prove that β c is the same in the random and averaged quenched setting). However, the general belief in physics is that, for the ferromagnetic Ising model on random graphs, the annealed and quenched cases have the same critical exponents, and are thus in the same universality class. In this paper, we study the annealed Ising model on the configuration model. We continue by stating our result, both in the case where the degrees are deterministic, as well as the case where they are i.i.d. (see Sections 1.3 and 1.4, respectively).
1.3.
Results for deterministic degrees. We impose certain regularity conditions on the degree sequence d. In order to state these assumptions, we introduce some notation. We denote the degree of a uniformly chosen vertex
which is the empirical distribution of the degrees. We assume that the vertex degrees satisfy the following regularity conditions: 
where D n and D have distribution functions F n and F from part (a), respectively. (c) Convergence of second moment vertex degrees. As n → ∞,
where again D n and D have distribution functions F n and F from part (a), respectively.
} be the maximum degree of n vertices. As n → ∞, 
where F is the distribution function of an integer-valued random variable, and when (d i ) i∈[n] constitutes a realization of an i.i.d. sequence of random variables with distribution function F . In the latter case, beware that in the annealed measure in (1.7), we do not take the average with respect to the randomness of the degrees. The convergence results in this paper are then meant to holds in probability. See [18, Chapter 7] for an extensive discussion of the configuration model and the Degree Regularity Condition 1.1.
The Ising model on the configuration model with deterministic degrees has been investigated in substantial detail in the quenched setting. One of the main results is that the thermodynamic limits of the pressure and magnetization exist, and that the Ising model has a phase transition with the quenched critical value given by
equals the asymptotic expected forward degree in CM n (d). Our main result for the annealed Ising model on the configuration model with deterministic degrees is the following theorem, which settles the same result in the annealed setting: Theorem 1.2 (Thermodynamic limit of the annealed pressure: deterministic degrees). Consider CM n (d) where the degree sequence satisfies Conditions 1.1(a)-(b) and (d) . Then, for all β ≥ 0 and B ∈ R, the thermodynamic limit of the annealed pressure exists, i.e., as n → ∞, 
(a).
The above result is quite surprising, as it states that, when the degrees are fixed, the configuration model cannot really favorably arrange itself so as to decrease the critical value of the Ising model on it.
1.4. Results for i.i.d. degrees. In this section, we continue with the behavior for i.i.d. degrees, where now we also average over the randomness in the degrees. We denote the finite-volume annealed pressure of the annealed Ising model on the configuration models with degrees that are i.i.d. copies of the random variable D by
The superscript "D" is added to remember that we are dealing with the configuration model with random degrees. We define c , where the asymptotic degree distribution D in Condition 1.1(a) is the degree distribution.
We emphasize that the expectation E in (1.20) includes averaging over two sources of randomness: firstly, for a given realization of the degrees, we average over all possible random graphs that can be formed with that given degrees sequence; secondly, we average over the randomness of the degrees. It turns out that this has a rather dramatic effect, contrary to the setting of deterministic degrees, that is very much alike to the quenched setting. Indeed, when the degrees have sufficiently thick tails, the annealed pressure can even be infinite: 
Proposition 1.4 implies that for power-law degrees, the pressure is simply equal to infinity. The boundary occurs when the degree distribution has an exponential tail, in which case, the pressure per particle is infinity when β is large, but not when it is small. In this case, it is natural to believe that the critical value β an,D c is strictly smaller than the value β where the pressure per particle explodes.
One could say that the anomaly that ψ an,D n (β, B) = ∞ in Proposition 1.4 can only occur due to the lack of a single-edge constraint. Thus, it would be interesting to investigate the setting where multiple edges are merged and self-loops removed, which is sometimes called the erased configuration model. In this case, it is not hard to see that even though ψ an,D n (β, B) < ∞ is always true, it also holds that ψ an,D n (β, B) tends to infinity with n. From now on, we assume that β and D are fixed so that E[e βD/2 ] < ∞. Then, the following theorem describes the thermodynamic limit of the pressure per particle for the annealed Ising model on the configuration model with i.i.d. degrees: 
where
) denotes the pressure of the configuration model with a deterministic degree sequence having asymptotic degree distribution
Theorem 1.5 implies that it is favorable to increase the edge-density in the configuration model with i.i.d. degrees, and that the above effect is so pronounced that it changes the pressure per particle. We continue by studying the critical value β an,D c , and show that this effect is so large that it actually changes the critical value: 
unless D = r almost surely for some positive integer r.
The case where D = r corresponds to random regular graphs, and is the only case where Theorems 1.2 and 1.5 actually agree, which explains why this case needs to be excluded in Theorem 1.6. The random regular graph case was also investigated by Dommers et al. in [16] for r = 2, by Can in [3, 4] , and by Dembo, Montanari, Sly and Sun [9] (see also the remark below [9, Theorem 1], where it is mentioned that the Ising result also holds for odd degree).
The fact that β
can be understood by noting that, by a correlation inequality,
Indeed, introducing the random variable D ⋆ with law given by
,
with strict inequality unless D ⋆ is constant or β = 0. Thus, by the first part of Theorem
c . [19] , so that β qu c = ∞. In the annealed setting, however, we instead obtain that
for all λ > 0, so that the annealed setting with Poisson i.i.d. degrees behaves markedly different from the quenched setting. In particular, even when λ < 1, the annealed Ising model still has a finite critical value, indicating that the graph, under the annealed Ising model, will have a giant component for all λ > 0.
A similar scenario appears for the CM with Geometric degrees with parameter p. In this case β 
where x ⋆ (p) is the solution of a fourth order algebraic equation, see (3.89) , that is larger than 1 for all 0 < p < 1. Also in this case we have a finite annealed critical value for all values of the parameter p.
1.5. Discussion. In this section, we provide some discussion of our results and state open problems.
Quenched and annealed. For the random r-regular graph, not only do the critical values in the annealed and quenched settings agree, but even their pressures [3] . We believe however this to be exceptional. Generically, i.e. for all configuration models with non constant deterministic degrees, we proved in Theorem 1.3 that the critical values are the same, but we believe that the quenched pressure in [8, 11] and the annealed pressures in Theorem 1.2 are different, as the first involves the solution of an infinite dimensional variational problem for the so-called cavity field distribution, whereas the second involves the solution of a scalar variational problem (see Lemma 2.1). However, it is not clear to us how to prove such a result.
Deterministic degrees: several universality classes. For deterministic degrees, we expect that in the annealed setting the behavior around criticality is described by the degree distribution in a similar way as for the quenched case, as described in [12] . In particular, such a result would imply that in the case where the degrees have a bounded fourth moment, the critical exponents are equal to those for the Curie-Weiss model, while in the strongly inhomogeneous setting of power-law degrees with exponent τ ∈ (3, 5), they depend on τ . We do not adress this question in this paper. and B very small, also q(β, B) has exponential tails. As a result, power-law degree distributions cannot occur, which suggests that the critical exponents are all equal to those of the Curie-Weiss model. In this case, there exists only one universality class, compared to the several ones for the setting of deterministic degrees. It would be quite surprising should the universality classes for the two settings be so crucially different. See Remark 3.5 for more details.
Generalized random graph with random weights. The analysis developed for the configuration model with i.i.d. degrees can be extended to the generalized random graph model with i.i.d. weights. For generalized random graphs with deterministic weights, it is known that the value of the critical temperature where the annealed phase transition occurs is strictly larger than the value of the quenched critical temperature [16] . The additional randomness of the weights causes a further increase of the annealed critical temperature. As for the critical behavior, by the same argument of the previous item we expect the existence of a unique universality class for the generalized random graph with i.i.d. weights, contrary to the quenched case or the annealed case with deterministic weights that have been shown to have multiple universality classes [12, 10] . Thus adding randomness to the random graph seems to favor a higher degree of universality, in the sense that different universality classes merge together as a consequence of averaging.
Organization of the paper. We prove the results for deterministic degrees in Section 2. More precisely, we identify the partition function for deterministic degrees and prove Theorem 1.2 in Section 2.1, and identify the annealed critical value in Theorem 1.3 in Section 2.2. We prove the results for i.i.d. degrees in Section 3. More precisely, we show when the partition function is finite and prove Proposition 1.4 in Section 3.1, identify the partition function for i.i.d. degrees with finite support and prove Theorem 1.2 in Section 3.2, extend the analysis to infinite support i.i.d. degrees in Section 3.3, and identify the annealed critical value in Theorem 1.6 in Section 3.4.
Deterministic degrees: Proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3
In this section, we prove our results in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 on the annealed Ising model on the configuration model with deterministic degrees satisfying Conditions 1.1(a)-(b) and (d). In Section 2.1, we derive the thermodynamic limit of the pressure per particle. In Section 2.2, we identify the critical value.
Partition function deterministic degrees
. By symmetry, we only consider the case that B ≥ 0.
We now rewrite the partition function, using ideas from Can [3] . By [3, (3.4) ], the expectation of the partition function can be written as
where |A| denotes the number of vertices in A,
is the total degree of the vertices in A and The proofs of Can [3, 4] are centered around a careful asymptotic analysis of the function g β (k, m) that we next explain in detail (see in particular [3, Lemma 2.1]). Can applies these ideas to the random regular graph, but also notices that the results hold more generally (see [3, Section 7] ). In this paper, we extend the analysis so as to deal with the non-regular case, for which Can proves the existence of the annealed pressure in [3, Proposition 7.3 ], but does not analyze it further. Indeed, the sequence g β (k, m) satisfies
where, denoting x ∧ y = min{x, y} for x, y ∈ R,
Using these asymptotics, a variational formula for the pressure per particle can be obtained in the thermodynamic limit. We start by rewriting (2.2) as
In the above formula, compared to (2.2), j k is the number of vertices of degree k that are in A (so that indeed j k ≤ n k ), and ℓ A = k≥1 kj k . The factor n k j k arises from the number of possible choices of j k elements out of a total of n k elements.
Then
We can bound the above sum from below by taking the maximum over all (j k ) ≤ (n k ), and from above by the total number of (j k ) with (j k ) ≤ (n k ) times the maximum. Note that this number is bounded from above by (2.9)
, and since n k ≤ n, we can trivially upper bound (2.10)
Further, let us denote the proportion of vertices of degree k in our set as (2.11)
Then, the Stirling approximation n! = √ 2πne −n n n (1 + O(1/n)) gives the estimate (2.12) n j = n n j j (n − j) n−j e O(log n) = e nI(j/n)+O(log n) ,
where I(0) = I(1) = 0 and, for t ∈ (0, 1),
where the maximum runs over s k = j k /n k and we have used (2.5). We next argue that we can replace the maximum over s k = j k /n k by the supremum over s k ∈ (0, 1). The upper bound holds trivially, for the lower bound, we will make use of the explicit solution that will be derived below, which satisfies that s
is uniformly continuous for s k ∈ (ε, 1 − ε), this shows that the maximum will be close to the supremum over s k ∈ (0, 1).
by Condition 1.1(b), we see that the function that is being maximized converges pointwise to
We thus arrive at
We first show that the maximizers of G are attainable. To do this, we will show G is a continuous function in an appropriate compact metric space. Let us define
We define a metric on A associated with the degree distribution (p k ) k≥1 as follows. For s = (s k ) k≥1 and t = (t k ) k≥1 , define the distance
Since k≥1 kp k is finite, by standard arguments in functional analysis, we can show that (A, d) is a compact metric space. Indeed, d(s, t) metrizes the product topology [13] according to which [0, 1] N is compact by Tychonoff's theorem. We now show that G is continuous function on (A, d). Suppose that s (n) converges to s in (A, d) . We shall show G(s (n) ) → G(s) as n → ∞. By the definition of G and d,
We notice that (2.19) sup
and e −2β ≤ f β (t) ≤ 1 for all t ∈ (0, 1 2 ). Therefore, the second term in (2.18) converges to 0 as n → ∞. To show the convergence of the first term, we notice that for all ℓ ≥ 1, k → s k for all k ≤ ℓ; the second term converges to 0 as ℓ → ∞. Hence, we conclude that the first term in (2.18) converges to 0 as n → ∞, and thus G is a continuous function on a compact space. Therefore, G attains maximizers at some points s ∈ A.
In the next lemma, we identify the solution of this optimization problem, and thus give a more explicit formula for ϕ an,d (β, B). This in particular implies that ϕ an,d (β, B) is well defined and thus completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. We remark that the functional to be optimized in (2.15) only depends on those components s k whose index k ∈ N is such that the asymptotic degree distribution p k = P(D = k) satisfies p k > 0. 
Now assume that there is an index ℓ ∈ S r , such that s
, which again gives a contradiction. Thus, also part (b) follows. By part (b), all maximizers are solutions to the systems of equations ∂G/∂s k = 0 for all k ∈ S r . By part (a), all maximizers (s k ) k≥1 satisfy s k ≥ 1/2 for all k ∈ S r , so that also
by (2.20) . Combining this equation with (2.27) and (b), we conclude that the maximizers in (2.16) are solutions of (2.29)
In (2.29), we multiply the equation for s r with r = d min by k and subtract the equation for s k with k ∈ S r \ {r} multiplied by r, which gives
Thus, we arrive at, now writing s = s r ,
which is equivalent to
We conclude that (2.34) 
This proves (2.22) for all k ∈ S r . In terms of w and using (2.36), equation (2.29) with k = r becomes (2.37) log(w r e −2B ) + 2B − r log f β 1 − j≥1 jp j w j e −2B + 1
which is equivalent to (2.38)
where D ⋆ is the size-biased distribution of D given by (2.39)
Note that f β takes values in (e −2β , 1], so w ∈ (e −2β , 1]. We now compute the inverse function of f β as
Then (2.38) becomes
which is (2.23).
We can see that if B > 0, then w = 1 is not a solution to the above equation. Thus, we only need to consider the solution in (e −2β , 1). Below, we will rely on the fact that if we know the solution of (2.23), then we can find the annealed pressure by (2.17) and (2.22 ). This will be used to identify the critical value.
2.2.
Critical value for deterministic degrees: Proof of Theorem 1.3. We aim to show that the critical inverse temperature is
where ν is defined in (1.17) and the fact that ν = E[D ⋆ ] − 1 is used. We have already shown that
By Lemma 2.1, e 2B + w k . and we recall that S r := {i ≥ r : p i > 0} with r = d min = min{i ≥ 1 : p i > 0} the minimal asymptotic degree.
Lemma 2.2 (Spontaneous magnetization). The spontaneous magnetization defined in
c . Proof of Lemma 2.2 We start with part (a). Assume that β < β qu,d
c . Then
The equation (2.23) becomes
We observe that for any w ∈ (0, 1), the function x → a/(a + w x ) is concave. Therefore, by Jensen's inequality,
For w ∈ (0, 1),
We notice that h a (0) = 0, h ′ a (0 + ) < 0 and g(w) ≤ h a (w). Hence,
≥ inf{w ∈ (e −2β , 1) : h a (w) = 0} = inf{w ∈ (e −2β , 1) :h a (w) = 0} =: w a .
We haveh
Since c > (m − 2)/m, one has (m − 2)/(cm) ∈ (0, 1). Thus,h (1) = (mc − (m − 2)) = 0. Therefore, the implicit function theorem gives that w a is a differentiable function in a, satisfying that w a → 1 as a → 1 and (2.50) ∂w a ∂a
.
Thus, a → w a is differentiable in a = 1 with bounded derivative. Further, when B = 0, the equation (2.23) has unique solution w = 1. Therefore,
where G 0 (·) denotes the function G(·) when B = 0. We remark that
with w ⋆ a solution of (2.23). Using the fact that (s k (1, 0)) k∈Sr = (1/2) k∈Sr is a stationary point of G 0 , we can show that
By the mean-value theorem, there is somew
. Therefore, using the facts that w a ≤ w ≤ w ⋆ ≤w ≤ 1 and that w a → 1 as a ց 1 (or equivalently B ց 0),
by the chain rule. The right-hand side vanishes by (2.50), since the first term converges to 0 since G ′ ((s k (1, 0) ) k∈Sr ) = 0 and since the second and third terms are bounded. This, together with (2.52), shows that M an,d (β) = 0, which completes the proof of (a).
We now prove (b). Assume that β > β qu,d
c . We will prove that there exist positive constants θ = θ(β) and δ = δ(β), such that, for all 0 < B ≤ δ,
with
When w → 1 and B → 0 (or equivalently a → 1), for all k ∈ S r ,
Therefore, as w → 1 and B → 0,
c ,
The above implies that if 0 < B ≤ δ, for any maximizer (s k (w ⋆ , B)) k∈Sr , one has
for some η > 0. This implies in particular that
On the other hand, we observe that with σ + = {v :
with, as in (1.3),
Using the same argument as for the partition function, it follows that
We conclude that, uniformly in B > 0 (2.65)
Since A η is closed in A, and A is a compact space, also A η is a compact set. Hence, on A η the continuous function G attains the maximal value at some point s η ∈ A η . By (2.61), all maximizers of G are not in A η . Therefore, (2.66) max
for some ε. As a consequence, (2.65) implies that uniformly in B > 0
n (β, B)) n≥1 is a sequence of convex functions in B ∈ R converging to ϕ an,d (β, B), we have (see [25, 
where (D + B ϕ an,d )(β, B) denotes the right derivative w.r.t. B, i.e.
On the other hand, we have differentiability of the pressure at finite volume ψ an,d
n (β, B) and thus on the right hand side of (2.68) we can replace the right derivative D + B with the derivative D B , obtaining
n (β, B).
By (2.67) we thus have
Now for a real convex function f we have continuity from above of the right derivative (see, e.g., [21, Theorem 1.
As a consequence, taking the limit B ց 0 in (2.71), we conclude that if β > β
This completes the proof of part (b).
Proof of Theorem 1.3. The proof follows directly from Lemma 2.2.
Proofs for i.i.d. degrees
In this section, we investigate the annealed Ising model with i.i.d. degrees. In Section 3.1, we prove Proposition 1.4. In Section 3.2, we identify the partition function and prove Theorem 1.5 for degree distributions with finite supports. In Section 3.3, we extend the analysis to general degree distributions. In Section 3.4, we identify an upper bound for the annealed critical value for configuration model with i.i.d. degrees and prove Theorem 1.6.
3.1. Finiteness of pressure per particle i.i.d. degrees: Proof of Proposition 1.4. We first note that
The latter is finite precisely when E[e βD/2 ] < ∞, as required.
Further, we can similarly bound from above
Again, this is finite precisely when E[e βD/2 ] < ∞. The latter bound also implies that lim sup n→∞ ψ an,D n (β, B) < ∞ when E[e βD/2 ] < ∞, which completes the proof. Let P (n) be the empirical degree distribution, i.e.,
We note that ψ an,d
n (β, B; p) = ϕ an,d (β, B; p) + o(1) uniformly in p, since p only takes finitely many values. See in particular (2.14), which gives a uniform bound for p only taking finitely many values, and (2.16), which shows that the error in the continuum approximation of the values of (s k ) k∈Sr over which we maximize is uniform as well. By Varadhan's Lemma,
where we define the relative entropy
and we use that the functional q → ϕ an,d (β, B; q) is bounded and continuous, since, e.g.
where now we also make the dependence on the degree distribution explicit in the notation. Since q → G β,B ((s k ) k∈Sr ; q) is uniformly continuous, the upper continuity of q → ϕ an,d (β, B; q) follows. The lower continuity can be proved in an identical manner.We conclude that Proof of lower bound in Theorem 1.5 for infinite supports. We start with the lower bound, which is the easiest. Fix k large, to be determined later on. We use that lim inf
we arrive at (3.12) lim inf
with H(q | p) = ∞ i=1 q i log (q i /p i ) and the supremum is over all probability distributions on N. This establishes the lower bound.
Proof of upper bound in Theorem 1.5 for infinite supports. The upper bound is substantially more involved, and will follow from three lemmas. We start by giving an alternative representation of the pressure per particle.
It has been shown in [3, (7. 2) and (7.3)] that
where for all j ≤ n, (3.14)
consists of the partial sums of the degrees. Our first lemma investigates some properties of the function F β :
Proof. Recall that F β satisfies
We notice that it is sufficient to prove the lemma for the case . We show that for all t ∈ [0, 1],
Since F ′′ β (t) ≥ 0, by a Taylor expansion, we obtain that
Observe that, since a ≤ c,
Hence, using the last two inequalities, we get
by (3.18) , as required.
We use Lemma 3.1 to truncate the degree distribution, as we explain now. For any k ≥ 1, we consider a truncated sequence (D
Moreover, it is clear that for all j ≤ n,
n , ℓ j ≤ ℓ n , and ℓ
Therefore, applying Lemma 3.1, we obtain that, for all j ≤ n,
n ), which implies, using (3.13) , that
1l {D i ≥k} .
Then, by conditioning on N ≥k , we obtain
In the following lemma, we investigate the other conditional expectation:
Lemma 3.2 (Conditional pressure per particle). For any q ≥k ∈ [0, 1] and k ≥ 1,
where p = (p 1 , . . . , p k−1 , p ≥k ) and q = (q 1 , . . . , q k−1 , q ≥k ), and
Proof. This follows immediately from Varadhan's lemma, as in (3.8) , noting that the vector (D i ∧ k) i∈[n] satisfies a conditional large deviation principle with rate function H( q | p). Indeed, conditionally on N ≥k = ⌈nq ≥k ⌉, this sequence consists of q ≥k n values k, and the remaining (1 − q ≥k )n values are i.i.d. with distribution p. The rate function of this sequence can be computed using the ratio of probabilities as
and the q ≥k log(q ≥k /p ≥k ) terms cancel, as required.
We conclude that lim sup
When k is sufficiently large E[e β(D−k)/2 1l {D≥k} ] ≤ 1 by dominated convergence, so that we arrive at lim sup
We aim to let k → ∞ in the above expression. We see that, as k → ∞,
for every proper probability mass function q. What remains to prove is that the optimal q does not put mass in infinity: Lemma 3.3 (Optimizer does not put mass at infinity). For any ε > 0,
Proof. We bound as in (3.2),
This yields
Since E e βD/2 < ∞, we have that lim k→∞ r k = 0, so that
for any ε > 0 as k → ∞.
We arrive at
This proves the required upper bound.
Together with the corresponding lower bound proved in (3.12), we arrive at
which establishes the formula for the annealed pressure for i. 
Here we explicitly write the parameters (β, B, q) of all functions involved. We claim that R β,B (·) is a continuous function in a compact space [0, 1] × P, with P the space of discrete probability measures. Thus, there exists a non-empty set of maximizers.
In the proof below, we fix β < β
The proof consists of 4 steps.
Step 1: An optimizer w ⋆ (B) that converges to 1. We first show thatw(0 + ) = lim sup B→0 +w(B) = 1 by contradiction. Assume thatw(0 + ) < 1. Then there exists δ, ε > 0, such that when 0 < B < δ, we have w ⋆ = w ⋆ (B) < 1 − ε for all maximizers (w ⋆ , q ⋆ ) of R β,B . Since [0, 1] × P is compact, as B ց 0, we can take a subsequence of (w ⋆ , q ⋆ ) converging to a limit (w,q) withw ≤ 1 − ε. Therefore, Since this is true for all i, j for which p i , p j > 0, we get (3.49).
Step 3: Identification of a limit of the optimizer q ⋆ (B). In this step, we show that, along an appropriate subsequence, q ⋆ (B) converges to an explicit limit. Note that Take B ց 0. Extract a subsequence along which q ⋆ (B) converges to a limit, say q(β) and w ⋆ (B) → 1. Along this subsequence, (s k (w ⋆ (B))) k≥1 → (1/2) k≥1 . Then, using that F β ( Example 3.7 (Geometric degrees). We next investigate the case of geometric degrees, i.e., we assume that P(D = i) = p i with (3.75)
